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I. INTRODUCTION 
The first calculations of the elastic electron-deuteron cross 
1 2 
section were performed by Schiff and Jankus. These calculations 
considered relativistic electrons and nonrelativistic deuterons, 
while treating the nucléons as point particles. The calculation 
3 4 
was extended by Glendenning and Kramer, and Gourdin who included 
relativistic kinematics for the recoil deuteron, and nucléon form 
factors. Both of these calculations employ the impulse approxima­
tion, using the nonrelativistic deuteron wavefunction to describe 
the deuteron structure, ignoring meson exchange effects, and treating 
the nucléons as though they were on their mass shell. The method 
of Gourdin is reviewed below. 
In the impulse approximation, the nonrelativistic deuteron 
current is given by 
d^r Yt (r) I ei/2 q'r 
NR 
il! e" (r) (1.1) 
NR I i 
where the momentum transfer, in terms of the deuteron momenta, is 
g = d^ - d^ (1.2) 
ind the nonrelativistic deuteron wavefunction is 
2 
^^(r) = 
/ïrf 
u(r) + — 
/8 
— a 'r a «r 
.2 P n 
a *0 
p n 
w(r) 
(1.3) 
The nonrelativistic reduction of the nucléon currents is performed 
in the Breit frame, using the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation scheme. 
In terms of the Dirac and Pauli form factors, the results are 
NR 
q*q <, 
^IN 
N 
4M^ 
2N 
(1.4a) 
[Ij 
NR 
q*q <, 
^IN 
N 
F 
2 2N Xn 
^IN '^N ^2N 
+ 
XT,'(°N * X* (1.4b) 
where p is the momentum of the nucléon spectator. So, insertion of 
Eqs. (1.4) and (1.3) into Eq, (1.1) yields the deuteron current. 
5 
A particle of spin 1 has, in general, three form factors. 
Comparison of the above current with the general form of the deu­
teron current yields the elsctrcmagnctic form factors of the deu­
teron. They are scalar functions of q°q, given by: 
G. = 
^ =En' [u^(r) + w (r)] j S£ 2 dr , (1.5a) 
3 
Gi = 2 (G, 
Mp 
(r) ^ w:(r) 2£ J 0 2 
w(r) 
/2 
u(r) + w(r) 
/2 
gr 
2 dr , 
+ 2 (r) 2£ 2 + j. 
2£ 
2 dr (1.5b) 
""z = 2 (G^  + w(r) u(r) -
w(r) 
2/2 
]2 3L 2 dr , (1.5c) 
where the cross section is 
âS. 
df2 
da 
NS 
g; + +11) G; 
with 
Y n (1+n) Gj tan 2 (1 .6 )  
do of 2 
NS (2E)2 sin*" 
l + 2|sin^| 
(1.7a) 
Ti = - ^ 
4M^ 
(1.7b) 
The electric and magnetic form factors of the nucléons are 
°EN ~ ^ IN 
q-q 
2 ^2N 
(1.8a) 
4 
"m ' "iN + S "2N U-Gbl 
and in the static limit 
Go(0) = 1 (1.9a) 
Gj(0) = 2 l'p " \ - I (1.9b) 
Gg(0) = M^Q (1.9c) 
where Q is the quadrupole moment of the deuteron and is its D-
state probability. 
The most complete calculations of relativistic effects in the 
elastic e-d cross section have been made by Gross,^ and Coester and 
7 
Ostebee. Coester derives the relativistic corrections using a group 
theoretical treatment of the two-body problem based upon that of 
0 
Bakamjian and Thomas. In Gross' work they are derived using the im­
pulse approximation and a relativistic Bethe-tsaipeter type wavefunction 
for the deuteron. For local potentials the results are identical. In 
Gross' work the corrections are of two types, a kinematic correction 
arising from the expansion of the current to order and a correc­
tion arising from the treatment of the deuteron wavefunction in a rela­
tivistic manner so as to retain all terms of order • Gross' work 
is briefly reviewed. 
The equations for the electromagnetic form factors of the 
deuteron are calculated to order using the impulse approxima­
tion and a relativistic Bethe-Salpeter type wavefunction. The wave-
function is 
5 
T, 
= Sp(pi) A (Pi,P2) C Sptpz) (1.10) 
where S^tp) is the Feynman propagator for a nucléon of momentum p, 
A(Pj,P2)C is the d -> n+p vertex function with both nucléons off 
mass shell, and is the deuteron polarization four vector. The 
nucléon spectator is placed on its mass shell, and the wavefunction 
for a deuteron of total momentum d and internal momentum p becomes 
4^d,p) = (|)^ (d,p) 1 - - T d-D 
Cb' 
1 — — T 1 - -
v 
a - 2 d-P 2 P 
11.11) 
++ —H 
The functions (j) and 4) contain the vertex function with one 
nucléon on mass shell and have the physical interpretation that (}) 
is the part in which both nucléons have positive energy and (j) is 
the part in which one has a negative energy. The corresponding 
functions (|) and (j) were eliminated when one of the nucléons was 
 ^ "4* 
restricted to its mass shell. The functions (p and (j) are solved 
by first expressing them in two-component Pauli form, and then ex­
panding the terms to order while making the identification 
4) (o,p) = 0 . 
(1.12a) 
(1.12b) 
Here, (t)^^(p) is the Fourier transform of the wavefunction defined 
in Eq. (1.3) . 
6 
The form factors are defined in terms of the relativistic 
deuteron current using the impulse approximation and dropping the 
(t> contribution. In the Breit frame they are 
d'p^ K r^ (q) 4) 
- f . p - l  
where 
(1.13) 
$(d,p) = - C Y® (C (1.14a) 
and 
r^ (q) y + 
2M, 
N 
V2p Vznj (1.14b) 
A Pauli reduction is performed on the current, keeping terms of 
the appropriate order, and then the trace is taken. The electro­
magnetic form factors of the deuteron are then obtained from the 
appropriate combinations of the form factors in Eg. (1.13). They 
are 
% ' 
, I I 
;;;= jSs S + Ss 'c ' =ms - =ES' •'cf ll.lba) 
G, = 
^ /ï+n 
1 + J n SES - 3% (GsS - GMS) 
+ 2 1 + 2 % Gws Cg + : SES :mi + : Sis 
+ " (^ ES - (^ Ms) (1.15b) 
s - fES S + <=ES 's + G»S - °ES' U.lScl 
where 
=ES = ï '% + =EJ U.lSal 
=BS ' î '% ^ V U.lGbl 
and the functions C, I, and J are given in Réf. (6) . 
Other important considerations are meson exchange currents and 
dispersion relation calculations of the deuteron structure. The 
contributions to the deuteron current from meson exchange currents 
9-14 
have been discussed by several authors, and should be significant 
at high momentum transfer. However, they have not been observed 
experimentally,even in the ranges where they should dominate. 
Attempts have also been made to describe the deuteron structure 
18-20 . . 
using dispersion relations. However, at tneir present stage 
of development, there is no general agreement regarding their value 
as a quantitative tool. 
The deuteron cross section has been the object of extensive 
experimental study= A good review of the results for values of q*q 
less than 1 (GeV/c)^ may be found in Refs. (15) and (16). Also, 
2 17 
some data now exists for values of q*q up to 4 (GeV/c) . 
In this work, a technique for calculating the electromagnetic 
form factors of the deuteron is developed, that employs the standard 
rules for Feynman graphs. A model of the vertex for d ->• n+p is 
8 
constructed and the scattering amplitude is calculated in the one 
photon exchange approximation. Finally, the deuteron form factors 
are calculated for the S-wave part of the deuteron wavefunction and 
are found to agree with Eqs. (1.5) in the appropriate limit. 
The advantage of this technique is that it does not rely upon 
an expansion in terms of q'q/M^, an important property, since the 
experimental range is now to the point where that parameter is one. 
Also, if an energy range is found where our model for the vertex 
function proves inadequate, it should be possible to generalize it. 
Finally, the technique has the advantage of employing the standard 
Feynman diagram techniques with their prescriptions for including 
more complicated graphs or calculating similar problems. 
9 
II. THE DEUTERON WAVEFUNCTION 
In this chapter the free deuteron wavefunction is constructed 
and some of its properties are explored. The first section of this 
chapter reviews a technique for describing the wavefunction of a free 
massive particle with any spin. This technique, developed by 
21 
Weaver, Hammer, and Good, is the best of the several techniques 
for our purposes. In the other section, the manner in which this 
technique may be applied is demonstrated by constructing the standard 
column matrix form of the wavefunctions of spin y and spin 1 par­
ticles. Finally, this method is used to construct the 4x4 sym­
metric matrix form of the deuteron wavefunction. It is this form 
which is compatible with the techniques employed in Chapter III to 
determine the scattering amplitude for electron deuteron scattering. 
A. General Remarks 
In this section a few general remarks are made concerning the 
construction of wavefunctions for free massive particles with any 
spin. First, the manner in which these wavefunctions transform is 
reviewed. Then, the particle's wavefunction is constructed in its 
rest frame. Finally, the general form of the wavefunction is given 
and a few specific remarks are made about Lorentz scalars and 
normalization. 
For Lorentz transformations continuous with the identity 
x'^ = a^^(T) x^ , (2.1) 
10 
the wavefunction transformation rule is 
Y'(x') = A(t) W(x) , ( 2 . 2 )  
where 
A(T)  = 
e'T's 0 
IT 'S 
(2.3) 
Here the matrices s are the standard spin matrices and x is a three-
vector with complex components parameterizing the Lorentz trans­
formation. 
To relate this transformation rule to spinor analysis, note 
that a symmetric spinor with 2s upper undotted indices provides a 
basis for an irreducible representation of the Lorentz group. The 
spinors transform according to the rule 
i t*'5 
a3 
(j) (x) 3- (2.4) 
for each of these 2s indices. The spinors have 2s+l independent 
components, which when organized into column matrix form transform 
according to 
*(x) <p'(x') = e (2.5) 
The conjugate representation transforms like 
IT'S 
X (x') = e X(x), ( 2 . 6 )  
where % is generated from the symmetric spinor with 2s lower dotted 
indices. In these terms, the wavefunction is 
11 
X(x) 
y(x) = (2.7) 
é(x). 
To relate the parameters T to the elements of the transforma­
tion coefficients a^^ , consider the 2x2 representation of Lorentz 
transformations continuous with the identity, where 
i — — 
2 = / 
V 
(2 .8 )  
For a pure Lorentz transformation between an unprimed frame moving 
with velocity v in the primed frame, the transformation coefficients 
are 
i = + (Y-1) vV/v^ , 
1  o  .  , 1  
a  o  =  a  3  = Yv 
a o = Y 
(2.9a) 
(2.9b) 
(2.9c) 
So, if T is pure imaginary, substitution of the identity 
1 ^ ^ . 1 T 
s  -  COS — T 4- 1 Sin — T (2.10) 
into Eg. (2.8), for a , yields 
COS T = Y 
i sin T = vY 
(2.11a) 
(2.11b) 
and 
12 
VF 
cos ^  T = / -^ (Y+1) (2.12a) 
1 fï 
'""2 "Y 2 
i sin - T =/- (Y-1) . (2.12b) 
By a similar argument, performed for the 0^, it can be demonstrated 
that if T is real the transformation is a space rotation in the 
right-hand sense about the direction T through the angle T. 
Consider a particle or antiparticle with mass M. If the wave 
equation in the particle's rest system is 
M 3 \ = i ^  ' (2.13) 
then the solutions can be written in the form 
-ieMt 
® ' (2.14) 
where the v (m) are eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian 
3 M v^^(m) = £Mv^^(m) ; (2.15) 
the particle/antiparticle operator 
3 Vg^(m) = (m) ; (2.15) 
and the polarization operator 
3 s J v^^(m) = m . (2.17) 
The R indicates rest system quantities, E is ±1 for the particle/ 
antiparticle, and m ranges from -s to s. 
13 
To obtain the solution to these equations, note that if the 
normalization is 
(2 .18 )  
then for a particle 
Vi"»' = ^  
Xr'"' 
XrI») 
(2.19) 
where 
S3 X^(m) = m , (2 .20 )  
(SjiiSj) X%(m) = [s(s+l) - m(m±l)] Xg/mil) , (2.21) 
and 
X^(m) XR(m') = ( 2 . 2 2 )  
And finally, if the normalization is chosen such that 
Cl "=R,°' Vl '%•" ' ^ ' (2.23) 
then the rest frame wavefunction is 
Vi "r,"' 
A. _L 
// /2 
XR(m) 
-iMt. 
R (2.24) 
So the particle's wavefunction, in any frame, is 
14 
W(x) m) e -i p'x (2.25) 
where x is given by Egs. (2.11) and 
u(T,m) = A(t) Vj^^2^(m) ( 2 . 2 6 )  
and 
P'X = Et - P'x (2.27) 
This choice yields the scalar 
u(T,in)  u(T,m) = (/V(T)  
0 1 
1 0 
(A(t)VJ^^I (m)) 
X^ (m) Xp,(m) 
( 2 • 2 8 )  
and the invariant integral 
2M 
= 1 (2.29) 
So, since the form of the wavefunction of a particle in its 
rest frame is known, its wavefunction in any frame can be found by 
using the above techniques. 
15 
B. The Deuteron Wavefunction 
In this section the free deuteron wavefunction is constructed. 
In order to gain insight into the techniques necessary to construct 
this wavefunction, the case of a spin ^  particle is considered 
first. Then the case of a spin 1 particle is considered and two 
separate forms of the deuteron wavefunction are constructed. Finally, 
a few remarks are made about the nonrelativistic deuteron wave-
function, including both 9-and D-state wavefunctions. 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, a convention is 
employed. An index denoted by one of the letters from a to n is an 
integer ranging from 1 to 3, while an integer ranging from 1 to 6 is 
denoted by one of the letters ranging from o to z. If it is denoted 
by a letter from the Greek alphabet, then the symbols a to 6 imply 
1 or 2 and s to O) imply 1 to 4. 
First, consider the case of a massive particle with spin j . If 
a particle of mass M is moving at the velocity p/E, then the wave-
function is 
/o •3n\ 
V ËV u V^,»u/  
where 
u 
1 ^ I = — 
^ /2 
(2.31) 
y 
and 
p*x = Et - p'x (2.32) 
16 
The spinors are the standard two component spinors with the 
transformation rules 
1 — -
2 T'O 
X' = e X 
i -
J r 'a 
(})' = e ({) 
(2.33a) 
(2.33b) 
So, since v is p/E and Y is E/M, the substitution of Eqs. (2.12a) 
and (2.12b) into Eq. (2.10) yields the explicit connection between 
these spinors and their form in the rest frame 
xw ^ XR(m) (2.34a) 
(f)(m) =, E+M 
2M 
_ 21R 
E+M 
(2.34b) 
In the standard representation where 0, is diagonal 
(2.35a) 
& (' ij 
The normalization of the wavefunction also yields several 
interesting properties. The scalar is 
u(p,m) u(p,m) = 1 (2.36) 
with 
17 
•f* «w — 
u (p,m) u(p,in) = E/M (2.37) 
The invariant integral is 
d^x (x) Y(x) =1 (2.38) 
And finally, the nonrelativistic limit of the wavefunction is 
Y(x) = —— 
/v 
•R 
-1 p'x (2.39) 
Next, consider the standard wavefunction of a massive spin 1 
particle. For a particle of mass M moving at the velocity p/E the 
six component wavefunction is 
where 
*^(x) =7 ^  u(p,m) e ^ ^  ^  , (2.40) 
u = 
/2 
(2.41) 
The spinors are the standard 3 component spinors and their 
transformation rules are 
,  I T ' S  
X = e X 
i T*'S , 
9 = 6  c p  
(2.42a) 
(2.42b) 
For spin 1 matrices 
e^ ^  ^  = 1 + i s'T sin T + (s*T)^ (cos T-1) (2.43) 
18 
So, substitution of Egs. (2.11a) and (2.11b) into Eq. (2.43) yields 
the explicit connection between these spinors and their form in the 
rest frame 
X(m) = 1 + iii + (S'P)=^ 
M M(E+M) 
(2.44a) 
<j)(m) = s'P (s'p) 
M M(E+M) 
(2.44b) 
In the standard representation where is diagonal 
Xr(1) 
Xa(0) 
XR(-i) 
^0' 
0 
1 
(2.45a) 
(2.45b) 
(2.45c) 
The normalization also yields several interesting properties. 
The scalar is 
u(p,m) u(p,m) = 1 (2.46) 
The invariant integral is 
1 i 
2 M 
d'x 
9t 3t 
(2.47) 
And finally, the nonrelativistic limit of the wavefunction is 
19 
Y(x) = i _L 
/V /2 
-1 p'x (2.48) 
Finally, the form of the deuteron wavefunction employed in sub­
sequent sections is constructed. For a particle of mass M and spin 
1 moving at the velocity p/E, the 4x4 symmetric matrix form of the 
wavefunction is 
*F(x) =/|^u(p,m) e ^ P * (2.49) 
where 
yv 
1 
/2 
x;; x;; o o 
Xz^ 0 0 
0 0 4)" 
0 0 (|)22 
(2.50) 
The transformation rules for the spinors are 
X . .  =  
,a3 
T'O 
1 - -
2  T - a  
-lag 
J T*'Ô 
e'' (|) 
i -* - T 
— T «a 
2 
e 
Oip 
(2.51a) 
(2.51b) 
So, the explicit connection between these spinors and their form in 
the rest frame is 
X..(m) 
a3 
E+M 
2M m) h"" 
-T -
(2.52a) 
-^aê 
20 
(m) E+M 
2M 
1 _ £1£ 
E+M 
1 - IJE 
E+M 
a3 
(2.52b) 
If the explicit form of the rest frame spinor is 
XR(+1) 
XR(0) 
XR(-l) 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
(2.53a) 
(2.53b) 
(2.53c) 
then an examination of Egs. (2.45) and (2.53), and Egs. (2.44) and 
(2.52) shows that the relationship between the symmetric spinors 
and the standard 3 component spinors is 
X
 
X- Xi 
1 
X2 1* x;; V Y A2 A3 
yl 
(2.54a) 
11 aIZ^I 4)'' 4) 
*21 
This is as expected,since in the bracket notation 
jl M> = \ <1 ~ m^mjl M>|j mj> Ij m2> 
in J ^ 2 
s|i M> = }] Y — (a^+Og) 1J m^> 
(2.b4b) 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
21 
so that the boosts are 
l ± h £ . +  (S'p) 21 
M M (E+M) 1 M> 
Id ^  ^'^2 
= I <Y Y 1^ E+M 2M 1 ± 
o\'P 
E+M l|v 
0,'P 
1 Î 
E+M lh.> 
(2.57) 
Finally, this connection between the different representations leads 
to 
(4))°'^(X).. = (4)^)^ (X), = 1 
3a ® ^ 
= (x"), («, • 1 • 
(2.58a) 
(2.58b) 
The normalization of the wavefunction also yields several 
interesting properties. If 
u = p u p 
then 
(u^ u = — Tr 
• yv v)i z 
0 0 
({)^^ (j)" 0 0 
0  0  Xi i  Xi2  
0 0 Xzi X22 
Xn 0 0 
x;; x;; 0 0 
0 0 ({)^  ^
0 0 
(u)j, = 1 . (2 .60)  
22 
Also, there is a scalar produced from two-spin — wavefunctions and 
a spin-1 wavefunction 
''li % V ' 2/2 
X. .  *  +  Xa 4)°^^ Xg 
ag ^ 0 
(2.61) 
The invariant integral is the same as in the six-component case and 
the nonrelativistic limit of the wavefunction is 
4'(x) = j^-n 
x . - x ,  0  
Xz Xj 0 
0 0 X. -X, 
0 0 — Xj Xj 
/2 
-1 P'X ( 2 . 6 2 )  
In conclusion, consider the nonrelativistic wavefunction of the 
deuteron. It is a 2 x 2 matrix 
(x ,x ) = 1 1 1  
f m'' 
u(r) 
:i V 
(2.63) 
where 
r = X - X 
' P n' 
(2.64) 
and 
S = — 5 'r 0 «r - 5 *5 
pn ^2 P n p n 
(2.65) 
Its normalization is 
23 
d'x  
dr [|u(r)|2 + |w(r)|2] , (2.66) 
and its transform 
4(p)  =  d^y e"^ H'^(y)  (2.67) 
IS 
0(P)  
A A 
3 a "p a -p - a «a 
P n ^  p nj •„(p) M ' 
( 2 . 68 )  
where 
(# (p) = /4tt ydy u(y) jg(py) (2.69a) 
<t'^(P) = - ydy w(y) i2(py) (2.69b) 
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III. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
In this chapter the scattering amplitude for electron-deuteron 
scattering is calculated. The calculation employs the standard rules 
for Feynman graphs and is carried out in the one photon exchange 
approximation. In order to achieve the calculation, the vertex for 
d n + p must be constructed. This is done to an overall factor. 
Then, the Feynman rules are applied to the pair of graphs shown in 
Figure 1, and the scattering amplitude is calculated. Finally, a 
special limit of the scattering amplitude is examined in order to 
determine the overall factor multiplying the vertex function. 
A. The Vertex 
In this section the matrix structure of the vertex ^, for 
d ->• n + p; is determined to an Overall factor. To achieve this, it 
is assumed that Y W is a Lorentz scalar, and the non-
p n d 
relativistic amplitude for the deuteron consisting of a neutron 
and a proton is used as a guide in making this determination. Once 
the relative matrix structure of ^ is found, the scattering ampli­
tude can be calculated. 
In the nonrelativistic limit, the amplitude for the deuteron 
consisting of a neutron and a proton is 
A = d^x d^ x  r ( X  )  r ( X  )  Y^ ( x  , x  )  , (3.1) 
n p p  n n  d p n  
where 
e f 
q = d _-d . 
1/ (d . ,n. ,p) 
e i 
e 
•f 
X 
q = 
V (d ,p ,ri) 
e i 
Vd. 
Figure 1. Electron cleuteron elastic scattering in the one photon exchange approximation. 
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Y (x ) = —  ^  ^
p p (/v 
(3. 
(3. 
and the wavefunction of the deuteron is given by Eq. (2.63). Sub 
stitution of these wavefunctions into Eq. (3.1) yields 
^ = 4" d^x 
1 1 
u(r) + — S w(r) 
/8 p" 
x. (3. 
Then making the change of variables 
R = 
m X + m X 
p p n n 
m + m 
p n 
(3. 
r = X - X , 
P n 
(3. 
which has a Jacobian that is one, yields the amplitude 
P n 
+ _ (3 o^.p 
where (|)^  and (})^  are given by Eqs. (2.69). 
The form of 1/ which this amplitude suggests is 
(3. 
(/(p,n,d) = Ç(p,n,d) (/I ^ (^p) + op. aw. a"n® 
2m' p '  
ab 
- i o p  0 ^ ^  
8 liV n 'l'w(p)) 
(3 
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where 
P - T 
n*d 
M 
- n'n + i eié 
M 
p'p (3.7) 
and Ç is a scalar function to be determined. To see that this is a 
reasonable guess, first note that in the deuteron's rest frame 
p = p'p (3.8) 
Then, observe that if the neutron and proton are nonreiativistic in 
this rest frame, the amplitude A' defined by 
a' = d\ 9 (x) f (x) 1/ Y. (X) 
p n a 
becomes 
(3.9) 
(271)" ô^ (i+n) 6(E +E -M)  ^  ^
A' = v+ v+ 
v 
*u(p) + — (3 op'p 4w(p) (3.10) 
So, this has the same matrix form as the nonreiativistic amplitude 
for the deuteron consisting of a neutron and a proton, Eg. (3.5). 
B. The Scattering Amplitude 
In this section the vertex suggested above is combined with the 
Feynman rules, to calculate the scattering amplitude. The calculation 
will be carried out in the one photon exchange approximation using 
the graphs shown in Figure 1. 
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Considering the diagrams in Figure 1, the scattering amplitude 
IS 
s,, . (-1) d'*x e T (x)Y„ (x) d y (y-x) e_ 
d'^w d^ z Y (w) Î/ S (w-y) S (y-z) S (w-z) 
df f Fp P Fp 
I/. Y (z) + [n +-»- p] 
1 a. 
(3.11) 
where 
V = Y° / Y° (3.12) 
Here e < 0 is the electron charge and e^  > 0 is the proton charge. 
Substituting into Eq. (3.11) 
V(x) "(ë,s) e •1 p'X (3.13) 
Dp(y-x) = d g -^i q*(y-x) 
(2n)^ 
-1 
19' gnej (3.14) 
sp(y-z) = d p -^i p* (y-z) f)+m 
( 2 ï ï ) '  p°p-m +ie 
(3.15) 
and 
* -ST " n (3.16) 
and then computing the integrals, the scattering amplitude is ob­
tained. It is 
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ee /m 2 
- 'wv Èxrf V / f 1 EgE^  
[û(e ,s )Y^  u(e. ,s.)] — [û(d ,s')A|^  u(d ,s!)] 
t I 11 q*q £ r Q i i 
+ [n p] (3.17) 
where the symbols denote: 
d'n n 
f(+m 
n 
{2tt)'* ^ (d^ -n)^ - m^ +ie ^ (d.-n)^ -m^ +ie n*n-m'+ie 
r p 1 p n 
I/. , 
2. • - 1 
(3.18) 
= 5 </2 *^(p) -
2M p 
p = n*d 
- n*n 
(|)^ (p)>, (3.19) 
(3.20) 
= (d^ - d.^^ , (3.21) 
jH = Êy" - d'Y / (3.22) 
and 
d*^  = (E, d) (3.23) 
C. The Overall Factor 
In this section the overall factor multiplying the matrices of 
the vertex function is determined. To achieve this, the internal 
propagators are expressed in an interesting way. This expression 
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displays the propagators as a sum of particle and antiparticle 
energy projection operators, and reduces the number of poles in 
each term of that sum. Then, considering only the particle aspects 
of the internal fermion lines in the scattering amplitude, the over­
all factor is determined. 
To express the propagators as sums of energy projection opera­
tors, notice the following expression. Since 
I u(p,s) u(p,s) = E Y - p'Y + m 
2m 
(3.24a) 
and 
- I:v(^ p,s) v(-p,s) = - E y + p'Y + m 2m 
where 
e = ft) • n + m'" 1 
(3.24b) 
the internal propagators can be expressed in terms of energy pro­
jection operators. The expression is 
0 0 " — 
p Y - P'Y + m 
p'p - m 4- IE 
m 
P'P - m +ie 
o 
I u(p,s) Û(p,s) -
s 
1 - I v(-p,s)v(-p,s) 
(3.25) 
This expression, together with Eg. (3.18), yields the following 
result 
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û(d^,spa^ u(d^,s^) 
û(d^,sp d" * ! !  r ,  
m 
V (d -n,n,d ) \ -
(2n)^  , (d.-n)''-m^ +ie 
=p=p ( p 
s 
1 + 
e^-n 
u(d^ -n,s^ ) û(dg-n,Sp) - 1 -
e^-n 
v{n-d^,sp v(n-d^,sp) 
m 
(d^ -n) - + ie 
1 + 
E.-n 
1 
u(d.-n,s ) u(d.-n,s ) 
1 p 1 P 
1 -
e^-n 
oi 
eP 
1 
v(n-d.,s ) v(n-d.,s ) 
1 p 1 p 
m 
n*n - m + lE 
n 
1 + 
u{n,s^ ) u(n,s_) -
n n 
1 - v(n s ) v(n,s ) 
, n n 
i/(d^ -n,n,d^ ) u(d^ ,s^ ) 
(3.26) 
where 
= 
E = 
[(d-n): + m:]2 
[n*n + 
n 
(3.27a) 
(3.27b) 
Supposing that the particle aspects of the internal fermion lines 
dominate the antiparticle aspects, this result reduces to 
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û(d-,spAj^  u(d.,s{) 
t t a 11 
= u(d^,sp 
d-n "l "n '"° - Èf - 2%) ln° - È. - E?) 
(2Tr) E^ E? e" (n° - + e^  - ie) (n° - Èy - E^  + ie) 
(n° + e") 
(n° - ËL + E? - i£) (n° - - E? + i£) (n° + E - ie) (n° - E*^  + i£) 
i/(d -n,n,d ) l u(d^ -n,s') u(d -n,s')r^  
t  ^ •>• P i P P 
Vp 
u(d^ -n,Sp) u(d^ -n,Sp) u(n,s^ ) u(n,s^ ) 
l/(d^ -n,n,d^ ) u(d^ ,sf) (3.28) 
Notice that in the n plane, there is now only one nonvanishing pole 
below the real axis, the one which places the spectator particle on 
the mass shell. 
Finally, to determine the overall factor, perform the n° inte­
gration closing the contour below the real axis. This yields 
û{d^ ,spA^  u(d^ ,sp = - i d'n 
(21?) ^  [e^ + e" - eg] [e^ + e" - e^] 
2 
m m 
% Vp 
r u(d,-n,s ) u(d -n,s ) u(n,s ) V. u(d. ,s'. ) , 
P I P  n p  n  1  1 1  
(3.29) 
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which suggests that the overall factor is 
sf = 
2 , 2 _2 . 2 + m + Pt + m f P f n 
_i i 
M (3.30) 
To see that this is a reasonable choice, notice that after the n 
integration 
Ç = [n*n + + [n'n +  ^- M (3.31) 
in the frame where |d| = 0. Thus terms in the denominator of the 
order of the binding energy are cancelled. 
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IV. THE DEUTERON FORM FACTORS 
In this chapter the electromagnetic form factors of the deuteron 
are calculated. The discussion begins with a summary of the conven­
tions, the matrix representations, and the properties of the Lorentz 
frame in which the work is conducted. Then, in the second section, 
the actual calculation is performed. First, the deuteron current is 
related to the invariant amplitude and the calculation of the current 
is reduced to a trace and a four-dimensional integral. Then, restrict­
ing the discussion to the S-wave part of the deuteron wavefunction, 
the trace is evaluated and the results are organized into an expan­
sion in terms of the complete set of spin-1 matrices. This expansion 
of the current defines the deuteron form factors. Finally, these 
results are compared with those of previous researchers. 
In this section the conventions and representations that will 
be used throughout the remainder of the chapter are given. Except 
for the representation of the y-matrices, they are those of Bjorken 
The basic conventions are quite familiar. The index notation is 
A. The Conventions 
and Drell 22 
A^  = (A%A) (4.1) 
(4.2) 
with 
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(4.3) 
and the matrix representation is 
Y° = 
0 1 
1 0 
(4.4) 
= 
0 -a 
0 
(4.5) 
Frequently appearing combinations are 
Y® = i (4.6) 
and 
= i (yY - YV) (4.7) 
In this representation 
y5 ^ 
^1 0^ 
0 -1 
(4.8) 
and the components of are 
= 0 , (4.9a) 
= i 
0 
0 -a 
(4.9b) 
and 
0^ 0 
0 a 
(4.9c) 
Finally, the Pauli spin matrices are 
(4.10a) 
(4.10b) 
(4.10c) 
(4.10d) 
(4.11a) 
(4.11b) 
(4.11c) 
(4.12) 
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.11 
10 1 
0 2 0 
10 1 
(4.13a) 
= 
0 0 -i 
0 0 0 
i 0 0 
(4.13b) 
.13 
/2 
0 10 
1 0 - 1  
0 - 1 0  
(4.13c) 
s" = 
1 0 - 1  
0 2 0 
( - 1 0  1  
lo 
.23 
/2 
i 0 i 
0 -i 0 
(4.13d) 
(4.13e) 
f  
= 2 
10 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
(4.13f) 
In the next section it will be convenient to employ an unusual 
technique when taking traces. To prepare this technique, consider 
two sets of Pauli spin matrices, and 0^ , operating in different 
spaces. Then, the y-matrices can be written as a direct product of 
T and a matrices. Specifically, 
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•° = x a*" Y 
= (-iT^ ) X 0^  
a°^  = (ix^ ) X 
o"i = t° x (giik 
y® = x a° 
f i  =  (? ! )  A°a°  + (it^) â • a 
/ .  (t ' )  aV - lii'i s-5'' 
So, traces of y-matrices may be taken in two steps, since 
Tr(A X B) = TrA • TrB . 
(4.14a) 
(4.14b) 
(4.14c) 
(4.14d) 
(4.14e) 
and 
(4.14f) 
(4.14g) 
(4.15) 
Finally, the calculation will be carried out in the Breit frame. 
The Breit trame is the Lorentz frame where 
dg = q/2 , 
dU = - q/2 , 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
and 
E_ = E. = E 
f 1 
_1 
—I 2 
4 
Also the z-direction is frequently chosen so that 
(4.18) 
q = (0, 0, q). (4.19) 
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B. The Deuteron Current 
In this section the electromagnetic form factors of the deuteron 
are calculated. They are derived from the deuteron current, which in 
turn is deduced from the scattering amplitude. In a suitable limit, 
these form factors agree with the accepted results. 
To relate the deuteron current to the scattering amplitude, note 
that Eq. (3.17) gives 
S_ =— (2ÏÏ)'' 5'* [(d-d.) - (e.-e^ )] , (4.20) 
-f-i' -fi 
where the invariant amplitude is 
ee 
f^i = "(\'Y û(d^ ,spA^ u(d.,s:) + [p^ n] q«q 
:5<sf|j=|e.><df|j^ |d.> q*q (4.21) 
So, if only the S-wave part of the deuteron wavefunction is considered, 
the deuteron current in the Breit frame is 
<dfij^id.> = f d'*n 
2 *;(p,) tu(p.) gi 
(2tt)'* [Pg'Pg-m^ +iE] [p^ 'Pj^ -nip+ie] [n*n-m^ +ie] 
X <f|0^ |i>+ [p n] (4.22) 
where 
<f 6' i> = u I pi 2' sf [ (%)g+m^ ) (^ )j^ +in^ ) ] [ (?i+m^ ) ] u 
- 2 '  "I , (4.23) 
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(4.24) 
pf = 
7. o q -
E - n , y - n (4.25) 
PÏ = z 0 q -E - n , - — - n (4.26) 
p f -
o*^ — — \ 2 
n E + n'q/2 
M 
"T2 
n*n (4.27) 
and 
1 i 
Ç = [p^ +m^ ]^  + [p^ +m^ ]^  - M (4.28) 
Examination of this current yields two interesting characteris­
tics. First, since #(p) is real, performance of the substitution 
n ->• -n yields 
Pf'Pr = (E-n°)^  - f - n 
(E-n ) - 2 + " = pi-pi , (4.29) 
n*n = (n°)^  - n*n 
-<-+• (n°) ^ - n*n = n*n , (4.30) 
pf = 
o~ - -
n E - n'q/2 
M 
n»n 
n E + n'q/2 
M 
- n'n pi (4.31) 
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and 
Sf ++ Gi (4.32) 
So, the part of the integral multiplying <f|0^ |i> is even in n, 
restricting the form of <f|8^ |i> to terms also even in n. Second, 
the matrix multiplication in Eg. (4.23) is 
<£IejIi> . Wi+-p)1„^  Iex<"i' 
= [ (Sj) 3^ r a 
= Tr [ ()?F+m^ )û^ (ï5^ +mp)r^ (25^ +mp)u^ ] (4.33) 
So the deuteron current is expressed in terms of a trace and a four-
dimensional integral. 
The deuteron wavefunction is 
" 2 ' 
m 
u (m) 0 
0 u_|_ (m) 
i o" 0 o" 
u_(m) + 
0 0 0 1 
(m) (4.34) 
where an examination of Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53) shows 
u (m) = 
/2 
E-q/2 
M xriw 
— xrgw 
/2 
/2 
è+q/2' 
M 
XrjW 
XrjO») 
(4.35) 
and 
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u^(m) = 1 
ê+q/2 
M xriw 
-xr2('") 
v/2 
/2 
xr2 
E-q/2 
M xr3(m) 
(4.36) 
Similarly 
u(+ q/2, m') = 
1 0 
0 0 
(m' ) + 
0 0 
0 1 
u^ (m') (4.37) 
This is the form of the wavefunction that will be inserted into the 
trace calculation to find the deuteron current. 
In order to demonstrate how this calculation proceeds, a part 
of it will be done in detail. Consider the portion of 0^  propor­
tional to Fgp, i.e. 
2i m 
£ 
v2p 
= Tr [ (X^ +m^ ) (ri^ +m^ ) (£$^ +m^ ) u^ ] (4.38) 
If all the terms with an odd number of y's are discarded, and then 
Eqs. (4.14), (4.34), and (4.37) are substituted into Eq. (4.38) and 
the T trace is taken with all terms odd in a bêiiiy deleted, we ar­
rive at an intermediate result. It is 
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2i m 
Tr tu"^ (f)0^ u (i) + u^ {f)a^ u (i) ] q^ /2 m 
- — + + I n 
+ (E-n°) ^ + n*n - + ni^(nxq)^ 
+ Tr [u^ (f)0^ u (i) + u^ (f)a^ u (i)] 
- + t — 
l - e \  r f i .  + Tr [u_(f)a-^ u (i) - u. (f)a u (i)] \2i m n a;^  _ qigj 
+ Tr [0^ i(u^ (f)u (i) + u^ (f)u (i)] \m (nXq)^  
- + + - I p 
(4.39) 
Next, the 0  traces must be taken. In order to achieve this, 
first establish the relations 
Tr [u^ (f) u(i)] = u^ (f) u(i) (4.40a) 
Tr tu^ (f) u(i)] = u^ (f) s^ u(i) (4.40b) 
Tr u^ (f) u(i)] = u^ (f) s^ u(i) (4.40c) 
Tr [0^ 1 u'^ (f)oi u(i)l = u+(f) s^ iu(i) - 6^  ^u"^ (f)u(i), (4.40d) 
by considering each value of i and j, and the and u_ cases, 
individually. On the left side of Eqs. (4.40) the u's are given by 
Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36), and on the right side they are 
u+ 
(m) = 
/2 
2 
1 + (s'q) + (s'q) 
2M 4M(E+M) 
xi (m) 
xgcm) 
x3 (m) 
(4.41) 
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Application of these relations and multiplication of the resulting 
matrices for each value of i and j establishes the needed trace re­
lations. The complete set of these relations, needed for the entire 
calculation, is 
k 1 
Tr [u^ (f)u_(i) + u|(f)u^ (i)] = XfX^  + Xg ' (4.42a) 
4m^ 
~ k 
Tr [u^ (f)u_(i) - u^ (f)u^ (i)] = - Xf s Xj^  ' 
8M^ (Ê+M) 
Tr [u^ (f)a^ u (i) + u^ (f)a^ u (i)] 
- + + -
(4.42b) 
Tr [u^ (f)u_^ (i) +u^ (f)u_(i)] = XfXj_ ' (4.42c) 
Tr [u^ (f)u (i) - u^ (f)u (i)] = 0 , (4.42d) 
- + + -
Tr [u^ (f)a^ u_(i) + u^ (f)0^ u^ (i)] 
k 
Tr [u^ (f)a^ u_ (i) - u^ (f)a^ u_|_(i) ] = " fïî 
(4.42f) 
(4.42g) 
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Tr [u^ (f)a^ u,(i) - (f)a^ u (i)] = (4,42h) 
Ti + + 
Tr [a (u {f)u (i) + u (f)u (i)] 
— + t — 
Ë + i + k 
f -1 
(4.42i) 
Ti + + 1 + k 
Tr [a (u_(f)u_^ (i) - u^ (f)u_(i))] = —— q Xg s , (4.42]) 
Tr [a^ V(f)a^ u^ (i) + a^ V(f) (i)] 
- t + -
xf xi + 
22 . k 1 ,, 
E gim g]n g g i^km j^ln 
4m': 
n k 
_  e g g  
4M^ (E+M) 
gik gim gjk gim 
1 ] m n 
+ 9 9 9 9 
16M^ (E+M)^  
X* Xi . 
{H  
and 
Ti + "1 T"i + 4 
Tr [a u (f)a^ u^ (i) - a U^ (f)a\ (i)] 
- + + — 
1 
M 
E q" 
2M 
^in^kjm ^ gin^kim ikVL 
8M(E+M) 
^kj^lim ^ gki glim 
x: " xi (4.421) 
Substituting the needed trace relations into Eg. (4.39), and collect­
ing the terms, yields 
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Sim , , 
= xf ^(nxq)^ 
(m +m )E 
p " 
2M 
m E 
n 
2M 
+ (E-n°)^  + n*n aia 
m n°(M^ -n°E) 
M 
(4.43) 
An examination of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.43) shows that the part of 
the deuteron current proportional to is of the form 
'd2 d^ n [(nxq)^  s*n A + (sxq)^  M^ B] (4.44) 
where A and B are functions of n«n and (n*q) . To convert this to 
a standard form, note 
: d2 n^ dn d (cos 9) dcf) A n^  q^  n^  s^  + (sxq)^  d^n m^b 
n dn d (cos 9) d(j) A q. 
n sin 9 sin c{) 
-n sin 9 cos cj) 
0 
(n sin 9 cos ^  s^  + n sin 9 sin (j) + n cos 9 s^ ) 
+ (sxi)^ d^n m^b 
n^ dn d (cos 9) it A q 
(l-cos^ 9)Sg 
-n^ (l-cos^ 9) S J + (sxq)' d^n m^b 
ii en 
1 
x
 h-
d^n 
1 
2 
[j.s - A + M^ B (4 
q'q 
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So, since A and B are defined by Eq. (4.43), the part of the deuteron 
current density proportional to is given in Eq. (4.45),, 
Similar arguments may be made for the deuteron charge density 
and for the rest of the current density. The result of those argu­
ments is 
2/2 q*q 
id = (4 47) 
where 
s^ i = + s^ s^  - ^  . (4.48) 
IR 3 
The Dg, Dj, and are the electromagnetic form factors of the 
deuteron. They are scalar functions of q»a and will be given in 
Eqs. (4,60). 
In the final two parts of this section, the cross section for 
electron deuteron scattering is calculated in terms of the form 
factors, and it is shown that in a suitable limit these form factors 
agree with accepted results. 
For an unpolarized beam, incident upon an unpolarized target, 
22  
the lab. frame unpolarized cross section is 
ao _ 1 1 tr 
do 4^2 p 
[m i E - cos 01 (q°q) 
L ip J j 
6 2 m v d^d 
(4.49) 
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where the lab. frame momenta are 
= (M,0) , (4.50a) 
d^  = (M + q°,q) , (4.50b) 
e^  = (E,p) , (4.50c) 
and 
e^  = (E',p') . (4.50d) 
For the electron, in any frame, Eq. (4,21) gives 
4m 
e 
"T + "fv'iw - V '"f""! " "e" • 
m 
e 
To obtain the corresponding result for the deuteron. note that in 
the Breit frame, Eqs. (4.46) and (4.47) yield 
Tr (j°j°^ ) = 3 (0= + D^ ) , (4.52) 
Tr (i°]^ '^ ) = 0 , (4.53) 
and 
D? 
Tr (j^ j]^ ) = (6^  ^q*q - q^ q^ ) - (4.54) 
* 2m: 
So, in any frame, the most general form consistent with gauge in­
variance IS 
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dJ/M^  
+ Id^ +dV 
f i j I. dp+d^  f 1 
IidJ + D?) - 2D^  
4M - q'q _ 
(4.55) 
Hence, since « M the product of the traces in the lab. frame is 
Tr Tr ][»: * Df  ^f 1 0=] 
m (1+n) 1^  —' 
e 
•J Ti (1+n) Dj j tan 0/2 (4.56) 
where 
n " âia 
4M^  
(4.57) 
So, the cross section is given by 
da 
dfl 
da 
NS 
gJ + + I n G^  
n (1+n) tan 9/2, (4.58) 
where 
dfl 
co3^ 0/2 
NS (2E)^  Èin'*0/2 1 + 2 § sin^ e/2 
M 
(4.59) 
is the cross section for an electron scattered from a spin o 
point particle. The deuteron form factors are scalar functions of 
q*q, and are given by 
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0^ T ^ o 
[i+n]' 
[i+n] 
d'*n 
( 2 ï ï )  4 flp 
2 m m E 
P n 
+ n m^ -2 mm + - 2 n°E + (n°) ^ m m n 
p p n 3 p n + n'n i"°-Y G 
K 
+ p. 
mp 2p 
- - m n (2m2Ê + M^ E) 
3 n p 
+ n 
4 o 2 p _ 2 
- m  En n - T  m M^T) - 2 m  K n 3 n 3 n p 
+ n«n 
- m E n 3 n 
(n°q)' 
4M'= 
È 
3 n 
+ [p •<-> n] , (4.50a) 
S  = JD^ 
[1+n]: 
[i+n] 
d'+n 
( 2 t t ) '  
•IP 
2 m m E + n° (m^ +M^  - (n°)^ ) - n'n {n°) 
p n p 
(n'q) 
4M^  
2n 
i n p 
m È (m^ +M^ ) 
P P 
- n° (m^  n° E + 2 m^ M^ n) - n'n (m_E) h  
4M 
m E+m E 
_£ EL. 
+ [p +-^  n] (4.50b) 
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G, 1 D, 
[1+n]' 
[i+n] 
n (2 mm r|) 
P n 
+ n*n (n -E) + o I> . (n'q) ' 
m"  
3 (E-n ) 
3 m 2p 
P 
n m (m^i - M^E) + n° (2m M^n - m E n° n) 
n p n n 
n*n (m Eri) + —— (2 m E) 
n 4M: n 
+ [p -<-> n] (4.60c) 
where 
i  
V - m n 4- -n 1 ^  
and 
w = 
2 
[Pf'Pf - tPj_*Pj_ ~ m^ +isl [n*n - m^ +iE] 
(4.60e) 
Here p , p, and Ç are given by Eqs. (3.22), (3.20), and (4.28). 
In the limit of sjoall momentum transfer, these form factors 
agree with the accepted results.To show this,'first do the n° 
integration, conjecturing that the pole 
n° = [n'n -i- m^ ]^  (4.61) 
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gives the major contribution. Then, let 
m = m = — M 
p n 2 
(4.62) 
and keep only the terms to first order in |n|. The result of this 
approximation is that 
Pf - I" ± fl (4.63a) 
n*Q 
cf  =  -  m + e  î  - j  (4.63b) 
and 
 ^ M « ~ «1- * 
(dg - n) - — = M"" - ME ± n*q (4.64) 
Finally, making the substitution 
M 
+ K F, , (4.66) 
and keeping only the terms to first order in |g|/2M, Eqs. (4.60) 
reduce to 
G, = (G^  + G^ )  ^" (j)* ( 1 n~q/41 ) (J) ( 1 n+g/4 | 
(2%) 3 
(4.67a). 
2 (G^  + G^ ) -5-2-(j)* ( In-q/41 ) ^  (|n+q/4l) , 
(2Tr) 3 
(4.67b) 
and 
Gg = 0 (4.67c) 
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Notice, that 
-â-s-t* (|;-5/4|) • (|5 + 5/4|) 
(271) ^ ^ ^ 
d^ n 
(2n) 
d'y ï;(y) 
d'y e"i/2 < i - y  ,^ ,y) 
8tt 
q 
y dy ï (y) W (y) sin 
u u 
21 
2 
= 4ïï y dy ï^ (y) f^ (y) 3%. 
2 
(4.68) 
which upon consideration of Eq. (2.53) yields 
i .  *  /  I  . .  / * i \  4, /  i  ^  i  \  
f,, v|" - 4/**|/ h/•> i ' 
( 2 ï ï )  3 U 
dr u (r) j, 2 (4.69) 
Here, j (z) is a spherical Bessel function of the first kind, and is 
In conclusion, a technique for calculating the electromagnetic 
form factors of the deuteron, which does not employ expansions, has 
been developed. In the nonrelativistic limit, these results agree with 
accepted nonrelativistic results; Eqs. (4.57) and (4.58) agreeing with 
Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) respectively. 
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